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Foreword

‘Remember the LORD your God, for it is he who gives you the ability to produce wealth’ (Deut 8:18).

The Bible talks about wealth in three ways; one is bad and two are good. Hoarding of wealth is condemned. Sharing of wealth is encouraged. Creation of wealth is both a godly gift and a command, and there is no wealth to be shared unless it has first been created. But all too often the issue of wealth creation is misunderstood, neglected, or even rejected. The same thing applies to wealth creators.

The Global Consultation on The Role of Wealth Creation for Holistic Transformation aimed at addressing that. We were about 30 people from 20 nations, primarily from the business world, and also from church, missions and academia. During the Consultation process 2016 – 2017 we discussed various aspects of wealth creation, including justice, poverty, biblical foundations, culture, wealth creators, stewardship of creation and the role of the church. The findings have been summarized in the Wealth Creation Manifesto, and will also be published in several reports and a book, as well as an educational video.

All these contain a wealth of knowledge and insights, based on the Scriptures, rooted in history and informed by present-day conversations and examples.

Gold in the ground has no particular value until it is discovered, extracted, and traded. Using the metaphor of mining let me mention three ‘goldmines’ that we have sought to dig into during our Consultation process.

The biblical goldmine

From the Manifesto: ‘Wealth creation is rooted in God the Creator, who created a world that flourishes with abundance and diversity. We are created in God’s image, to co-create with him and for him, to create products and services for the common good. Wealth creation is a holy calling, and a God-given gift, which is commended in the Bible.’ There is a lot more gold to be found in the biblical goldmine.

The historical goldmine

Wealth creation leading to transformation is not new. From the Manifesto: ‘Wealth creation through business has proven power to lift people and nations out of poverty.’ There are many stories of holistic transformation through wealth creation throughout history, and some are still untold. Wealth creation has a history and we need to explore it further. Through our reports you can dig into historical gold mines.
The global goldmine

Wealth creation is not a Western or rich-world phenomenon. Many men and women are making a difference through businesses on all continents. From the Manifesto: ‘Wealth creators should be affirmed by the Church, and equipped and deployed to serve in the marketplace among all peoples and nations.’ We need to learn from them and others and to extract the global gold, also found in these reports.

Discover and extract the intellectual wealth in the Manifesto, the reports and books as well as the video, and let them add value to your life and work. Share with others.

Please start by reading the Wealth Creation Manifesto. It will give you a context and a framework to better understand each report.

*Mats Tunehag*
Chairman of the Convening Team
Wealth Creation Manifesto

Background

The Lausanne Movement and BAM Global organized a Global Consultation on The Role of Wealth Creation for Holistic Transformation, in Chiang Mai, Thailand, in March 2017. About 30 people from 20 nations participated, primarily from the business world, and also from church, missions and academia. The findings will be published in several papers and a book, as well as an educational video. This Manifesto conveys the essentials of our deliberations before and during the Consultation.

Affirmations

1. Wealth creation is rooted in God the Creator, who created a world that flourishes with abundance and diversity.

2. We are created in God’s image, to co-create with him and for him, to create products and services for the common good.

3. Wealth creation is a holy calling, and a God-given gift, which is commended in the Bible.

4. Wealth creators should be affirmed by the Church, and equipped and deployed to serve in the marketplace among all peoples and nations.

5. Wealth hoarding is wrong, and wealth sharing should be encouraged, but there is no wealth to be shared unless it has been created.

6. There is a universal call to generosity, and contentment is a virtue, but material simplicity is a personal choice, and involuntary poverty should be alleviated.

7. The purpose of wealth creation through business goes beyond giving generously, although that is to be commended; good business has intrinsic value as a means of material provision and can be an agent of positive transformation in society.

8. Business has a special capacity to create financial wealth, but also has the potential to create different kinds of wealth for many stakeholders, including social, intellectual, physical and spiritual wealth.

9. Wealth creation through business has proven power to lift people and nations out of poverty.

10. Wealth creation must always be pursued with justice and a concern for the poor, and should be sensitive to each unique cultural context.
11. Creation care is not optional. Stewardship of creation and business solutions to environmental challenges should be an integral part of wealth creation through business.

Appeal

We present these affirmations to the Church worldwide, and especially to leaders in business, church, government, and academia.¹

- We call the church to embrace wealth creation as central to our mission of holistic transformation of peoples and societies.
- We call for fresh, ongoing efforts to equip and launch wealth creators to that very end.
- We call wealth creators to perseverance, diligently using their God-given gifts to serve God and people.

*Ad maiorem Dei gloriam—For the greater glory of God*
Executive Summary: Cultural Perspectives on Wealth Creation for Holistic Transformation

This paper examines culture’s impact upon the biblical mandate to create wealth for holistic transformation, and it does so in four steps. First, it examines the concept of culture itself: what is it and how should Christians respond to it? We are called to be both in the world and not of the world—to have one foot in eternity and transcendence with the other foot firmly in time and immanence—and this is the tension explored in section one.

Next, the paper examines the ‘anthropological temptation’: the temptation to idolize culture, and to overreact by freezing it in time, thus preventing the organic change that is natural to culture. Economic development is an aspect of and partner to culture; and at the same time, it is a challenge to culture. Exploring the push-pull relationship generally between business and culture serves as an introduction to our next section.

The third section of the paper develops further the business-and-culture tension by first scrutinizing three values thought to be key to business development—efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help—and asking whether they are biblical and universal or simply culture-specific. Second, this section reminds us of the danger involved in cross-cultural business through a case study of nineteenth-century Hawaii, which lost its independence largely through the failure of business integration. And third, this section then asks whether interior cultural change is key to business success or outer legal structures, concluding that both are important.

Lastly, the paper moves from these big picture foundational issues to addressing the specific attributes for individuals and organizations seeking to actually engage in cross-cultural wealth creation. Attributes such as integrity, hard work, communication styles and the importance of a local mentor are addressed. Only when Christians adopt these attributes can we begin to tackle the cultural challenges involved in addressing one of the many purposes of God’s heart: wealth creation for the holistic transformation of peoples and nations.
1.0 Introduction

What is culture’s impact upon the biblical mandate to create wealth for holistic transformation? That is this paper’s task.2 And vice versa: the paper equally explores the impact of the Bible, and its wealth creation mandate, upon culture. We know from the creation account itself that God’s intention for the earth was abundance (i.e. wealth), and that this was to be a blessing to man: ‘And God blessed them. . . . And God saw everything that he had made, and behold, it was very good’ (Gen 1:22, 28, 31). But too often wealth creation—business development—has been twisted into a curse, destroying whole cultures.3 On the other hand, the lack of wealth creation has equally been a curse, condemning some to a grinding, soul-destroying poverty. And if poverty has been a curse, then no less have certain cultural vices turned to hurt man. Cultures bear the marks of God’s beautiful creation, but also they bear the marks of the sin ruining our world. In this challenging terrain, we desperately need to hear God’s heart and God’s Word as to how to pursue a godly, robust, and yet culturally-sensitive wealth creation that will, as God intended, bless mankind.

This paper will first define culture, then explore Christianity’s relationship to culture through both a theological and historical lens. Next it will examine the ‘anthropological temptation’ to apotheosize culture—allowing a proper respect to decline into an illegitimate idolization of culture. The paper goes on to investigate some market-specific cultural challenges, examining whether key values such as efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help are biblically or culturally rooted. Lastly, the paper then moves from these more abstract, big-picture foundations to proposing some practical steps forward: key considerations in navigating the sensitive area of cross-cultural wealth creation.

2.0 An Approach to ‘Culture’ Itself

2.1 What is ‘culture’

What does this paper mean when it speaks of culture? Culture is not simply high art or refined manners. Culture in this paper is used in its anthropological sense of ‘patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting’.4 It refers to both a people’s ‘interior’ aspect—their ‘[a]ttitudes, values, and beliefs’5—as well as to their external behaviors—their institutional structures of ‘kinship, friendship, ethnic affiliation, . . . law, morality . . . and justice in general’.6 Relevant to the theme of wealth creation, we can also speak of a people’s ‘economic culture’, the ‘social, political, and cultural matrix . . . within which these particular economic processes
operate’. Culture influences the way the peoples of the world do or do not do business. This, then, is what we mean by ‘culture’.

### 2.2 How should Christians relate to culture?

Regarding culture, we Christians live in a tension: Christ calling us to be both ‘in the world’ and yet not ‘of the world’ (John 17:13-16). We are both heavenly and earthly people for, as the Scriptures say, we have a heavenly ‘treasure in jars of clay’ (2 Cor 4:7). We follow a Savior ‘from above’ and not ‘from below’ (John 3:31; 8:23) even as we adhere to the revelatory Word which is ‘of God’ in contrast to the changing opinions ‘of man’ (1 Thess 2:13; Jer 23:16, 26-31). We have a foot each in two very different worlds.

Transcendence is in our blood; but then so is ‘immanence’. We cannot be ‘so heavenly minded as to be of no earthly good’. Jesus did not remain in heaven; he was incarnated here on earth. The book of Revelation reveals that even in heaven (the place of full transcendence) we will be gathered there not just in our individuality but in our group identities, with ‘every nation [political units], tribe [ethnic units], people and language [cultural units], standing before the throne and before the Lamb’ (Rev 7:9; 21:1; 22:2). The group identities noted in Revelation are earthly, but evidently they are not ‘transcended’ in eternity, but even there they are treasured and preserved in the ‘new heavens and new earth’. Rather than excluding earthly culture, God’s approach is to bring into eternity the best of human culture: ‘the kings of the earth will bring their splendor into it. . . . The glory and honor of the nations will be brought into it’ (Rev 21:24-25). If God treasures culture in eternity, then certainly we must do likewise in the here and now.

Holding to this tension enables us to resist two extremes: the loss of transcendence on the one hand, seen in those anthropologists who understand culture to simply ‘swallow’ Christianity. For these anthropologists, religious expression is simply cultural expression. On the other extreme is the tyranny of transcendence over immanence—those Christians, for instance, who refuse to give any place to culture and who see any accommodation to culture as sinful compromise. What is the line between biblical and an unbiblical accommodation to culture, can be a thorny question. Below we see some different approaches to this question.

### 2.3 Niebuhr’s Five Relationships to Culture

H. Richard Niebuhr wrote his often-referenced Christ and Culture specifically to wrestle with this relationship. He describes five different relationships Christians might have with culture: First is ‘Christ against Culture’. Here Christ is perceived as at war with culture. And indeed, the God of the prophetic books of the Bible reveals much that he condemns in human culture. While the prophetic books cannot be portrayed as wholly negative in tone, still, the negative tone is both real and prominent. Being ‘against culture’ is surely a part of God’s view, and hence ought to be part of ours.

Niebuhr’s second approach is styled ‘Christ of Culture’. Here the culture swallows Christianity; the church loses its salt and reflects the surrounding society more than it does
God’s heart and mind. This is the temptation of ‘syncretism’, and it must be resisted. Third and fourth, Niebuhr identifies the stance of ‘Christ above Culture’ and ‘Christ and Culture in Paradox’. Both of these stances attempt to avoid the extremes of the first two positions, with both identifying human culture as something basically good, though sin-ravaged, and Christ acknowledged as sovereign. The ‘above culture’-stance sees the glass as half-full: It emphasizes the opportunity Christianity has to contribute to culture and better its tone. The ‘Christ and Culture in Paradox’-stance sees the glass as half-empty: It focuses on the tensions and paradoxes inherent in having one foot in the cultural camp and the other in Christ.

‘Christ the Transformer of Culture’ is Niebuhr’s last category. This stance emphasizes Christ’s—and the church’s—role in transforming culture. Christ taught us to pray, ‘Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.’ Heaven does not simply wait for the future, but was meant to invade human culture in the here and now.

In fact, all of these stances can legitimately be a Christian’s at one time or another. Even the ‘Christ of Culture’ mode, when not in its worst syncretistic form, is valid at points: when its embrace of cultural expressions simply recognizes them for their rooting not in sin, but their rooting in man’s made-in-the-image-of-God aspect.

2.4 Evangelical Mission History

From ‘civilization’ to acculturation and back again
The question of how Christians relate to culture and how in turn culture then impacts the biblical mandate of wealth creation has been tussled over throughout evangelicalism’s two centuries of mission outreach. In these two centuries, roughly three cycles of cultural engagement can be identified: first a ‘civilizational model’, followed by an ‘acculturation model’, and finally back to a ‘culturally modified civilizational model’.

Stage 1: Three C’s of Christianity, commerce, and civilization (early nineteenth century)
Early evangelical missions were not narrowly spiritual; they were ‘holistic’, though perhaps with certain unhealthy elements. When one looks into the foundational documents of England’s London Missionary Society (LMS) or the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), one can see this plainly. The LMS instructed its missionaries sent to Tahiti, Tonga, and the Marquesas in 1796—as did the ABCFM to its missionaries sent to Hawaii in 1819—that they were not only to preach the gospel but to teach ‘the useful arts and occupations’. As Hiram Bingham, the ABCFM’s leading missionary in Hawaii, wrote, ‘To save their souls was the main object, but that object was not to be singly and constantly pressed on the attention of such a people.’ Missiologist Andrew Walls summarized this early mission phase as driven by ‘the conviction of the essential concomitance of Christianity, commerce, and civilization’—the ‘three C’s’ of our subsection title.

So, commerce was embraced along with Christianity. While introducing ‘commerce’ entailed its own problems, the greater problem was this last ‘C’—‘civilization’—which struck a note of superiority, an assumption that one’s own culture was as a whole more elevated. The problem here was tactical—that this made respectful communication more difficult and,
consequently, a respectful reception of the transcendent gospel more difficult. The problem was also fundamentally theological—it conflated one’s local and imminent culture with the universal and transcendent gospel. The best missionaries sought to avoid this sense of cultural superiority. But with ‘civilization’ as a central element to one’s mission, it was difficult to see how this sense of cultural superiority, of arrogance, could be avoided.

**Stage 2: Acculturation, making the gospel Chinese (late nineteenth century)**

Hudson Taylor, in 1853, upon arriving in China, was bothered by the fact that his fellow missionaries went mainly to fellow expatriates in China. He wanted the gospel to go to the Chinese. To do that, he knew he had to make the gospel Chinese. He shocked his compatriots by dressing like the Chinese, wearing his hair in Chinese fashion, and going out amongst them as if he were one of them. That meant dropping his own (English) cultural distinctives. Taylor was not interested in preaching his culture but in preaching the eternal transcendent gospel.

Taylor’s approach was the ‘first signs of missionary skepticism towards the value of Western civilization’, an approach that was to become ‘broadly representative of the evangelical . . . mainstream of the missionary movement at the turn of the [nineteenth] century’. So, for instance, a missionary to the Sudan in 1891 records his approach thus: ‘We carefully avoid praising civilization or civilized powers to the heathen, and if they themselves are extolling civilization we tell them that they should not set their affections on things below.’ Clearly there was here a fresh new wind in evangelical missions.

Taylor was hugely important both for the global missionary movement and certainly for Christian missions in China. His emphasis on making the gospel culturally appropriate impacted many other evangelical mission agencies in the second half of the nineteenth century. Dropping the conflation of western culture with Kingdom culture became accepted dogma.

This was a good thing. But there was also a weakness to this approach. The weakness was that the emphasis on preaching the pure transcendent, non-cultural gospel entailed the reluctance to introduce any Western ways into cross-cultural situations—which meant the refusal to introduce Western benefits such as university education, technological advances, concepts about women, etc. There was a narrowness, a suspicion of what we would term ‘holistic mission’ today.

This narrowness was so rigid that even a giant such as Hudson Taylor allowed it to interfere with missionary unity; it hindered his ability to accept the work and vision of another China pioneer—Timothy Richard. Richard, like Taylor, was an evangelist and church-planter, but he also believed thus:

*The problem before the missionary in China, as I found it forty-five years ago, was not only how to save the souls of a fourth of the human race, but also how to save their bodies from perishing . . . and to free their minds . . . from a philosophy and*
Taylor, thinking that any emphasis beyond direct evangelism was generally a distraction, directed that ‘his people shouldn’t cooperate with the work of Timothy Richard’. 17

**Stage 3: Holism w/out ‘civilization’ (post-WWII)**

Timothy Richard’s approach, while grating on Hudson Taylor, was a precursor to what began to take root within the post-World War II evangelical missions movement. Especially since the 1960s, the evangelical church has begun to re-embrace holism. But now it seems to be a holism minus the ‘civilizational’ component. No longer was it common to trumpet the superiority of Western civilization over the ‘uncivilized’; at the same time the advantages of medical, intellectual, and technological breakthroughs housed in Western culture were no longer to be denied.

One sees this twin-sided emphasis, for instance, in Bruce Olson. Olson, a young American went off to live with the feared Motilone tribe in South America, and he wrote, ‘I had wondered again and again what Christ had to offer them. Their way of getting along with each other was far superior to that of Americans.’18 Here is the uncivilized-them versus the civilized-us attitude. On the other hand, he was willing to recognize the superior attainments at certain points of Western culture—being keen to introduce medical, agricultural, and technological advances to the tribe. What is more, the Motilones were keen to accept them.

But in this ‘holism without the civilizational’ approach, a tension exists. That is, the holistic advantages of medicinal, economic, and technological advances that the missionary sought to bring are all inescapably lodged in a certain cultural setting. These things did not come down from the clouds. Their origins were rooted in a Western setting. Olson brought specifically American and European know-how with him. This immediately raises the question, then, whether unwittingly the ‘civilizational’ component has been smuggled back in, but now in a more modified, subdued, and genteel form. Is it possible, then, to have holism without this civilizational superiority? Here is the dilemma.

**3.0 The Anthropological Temptation: Overreaction**

**3.1 ‘Real wealth’: anthropology and the ‘affluent’ hunter-gatherers**

Of course, ‘real wealth’ involves more than just money. Economics is only one part of life. Made in the image of God, humanity’s relational, intellectual, emotional, and spiritual factors are the things of real value. All cultures, however economically simple, with their cultural, attitudinal, and relational strengths are therefore ‘rich’. This truth needs to be recognized and valued.

But this is one side of the truth. The other side is that we are physical beings living in a physical world with physical needs. Focusing merely on our cultural, relational, and emotional sides is too blinkered. Economic well-being is also important. Too often the
church has neglected this. This Chiang Mai 2017 consultation, with its specific focus on ‘The Role of Wealth Creation in Holistic Transformation’, deliberately zeroes in on material wealth, and so we unapologetically narrow our focus in this paper on this aspect.

In the past, it has not just been church leaders who have struggled with the subject of wealth and physical well-being: anthropologists have too. This is understandable, given their focus on sympathetically studying other cultures, many of which are far ‘simpler’ economically than those to which anthropologists belong. Many anthropologists adopt a methodological approach that ‘presupposes a neutral vantage point . . . call[ing] for suspending judgment when dealing with . . . societies different from one’s own’, thereby refusing any assessment of the ‘acting of one group as intrinsically superior or inferior to those of another’.

This has meant, in the economic sphere, a reluctance amongst some anthropologists to acknowledge the economic ‘poverty’ of certain cultures. Indeed, a decades-old discussion loosed by anthropologist Marshall Sahlins concerning hunter-gatherer cultures exemplifies this tendency. Sahlins, professor emeritus of anthropology at the University of Chicago, made three points in his influential book Stone­-Age Economics (1972): first, the counter-intuitive point that subsistence economies can be ‘affluent’ societies; second, that one’s work rate in subsistence economies is attuned to one’s lower expectations, such that the resultant reduced work rate is no vice of ‘laziness’, but rather a rational adjustment of means to an end; and third, that none of this sits well with our bourgeois capitalist economies which tout the ‘more and more’. As he put it:

To accept hunters as affluent is also to recognize the tragedy of modern times in the current human condition with people slaving to bridge the gap between unlimited wants and insufficient means. There are two possible courses to affluence. Wants may be ‘easily satisfied’ either by producing much or desiring little. . . . [T]here is . . . a Zen road to affluence, which states human material wants are finite and few, and technical means unchanging but on the whole adequate. Adopting the Zen strategy, people can enjoy unparalleled material plenty, with a low standard of living.

Sahlins rejects the stereotype that these hunter-gatherers lived lives of unending drudgery spent mainly in the tedious search for food. Rather, he quotes research showing the ‘material plenty of African hunters’ which he claims was similar to Australian Aborigines. He argues that both groups’ work week amounted to approximately 15 hours and that ‘when not working in subsistence, they pass the time in leisure or leisurely activity . . . such as resting in camp or visiting other camps.

(a) But Sahlins challenged on facts and interpretative zeitgeist (Kaplan)

David Kaplan, Professor of Anthropology at Brandeis, wrote an article in the 2000 edition of Journal of Anthropological Research challenging Sahlins both on his facts and on his broader underlying assumptions. He points out various methodological shortcomings in the underlying research, for instance the very definition of ‘work’ used. Not included in its definition was ‘time spent in processing food as well as hunting and gathering it’. When one
included time spent in the necessary tasks of ‘food preparation, butchery, drawing water and gathering firewood, washing utensils, and cleaning the living space . . . estimated per week is 44.5 hours’ on subsistence efforts.

Moreover, other on-the-ground anthropological research concerning these hunter-gatherers showed that they are ‘very thin and complain often of hunger, at all times of the year’ and concluded that ‘many would find it strange, as Konner (1983:371) observes with respect to the !Kung San [the hunter-gatherers studied], to refer to a society with a 50 percent childhood mortality rate and a life expectancy at birth of about thirty years as an “affluent” society.’

(b) Mission snapshots: Non-Westerners liked modern conveniences (Hawaii/Motilones)

There is a problem with this redefinition of ‘affluence’ and the rejection of ‘things/stuff as real wealth’ as just yet another neo-colonialist, arrogant, cultural imposition of the West. That problem is this ‘stuff’ was often heartily welcomed when introduced cross-culturally. Locals liked it! Two (of many) examples from recent mission history illustrate this: Hawaii in the nineteenth century, and the Motilones of Ecuador/Colombia in the twentieth century—both essentially stone-age cultures.

So, for instance, the Rev. Richard Armstrong wrote from his station at Wailuku, Maui, July 7, 1840 concerning his introduction of the simple labor-saving device of yoked oxen:

I devote occasionally a little time to agriculture and would devote more, if I had it to spare. It is a business that I was brought up to, and I love it, as I love sleep when weary. . . . I have assisted the natives to break in some twelve yoke of oxen, which have done a great deal towards relieving the people of their burdens. Three years ago everything, food, timber, potatoes, pigs, stones, lime, sand, etc., were carried on the backs of natives, or dragged on the ground by their hands . . . but almost all this drudgery is now done by carts and oxen, and the head men say they cannot get the men on their lands to submit to such work as they once could. This is clear gain.

Yoked oxen was just one of many Western techniques the Hawaiians eagerly embraced: iron nails, manufacturing techniques, weaponry, square-rigged vessels, clothing etc.

Bruce Olson’s experience with the Motilones in Ecuador/Colombia was similar, except that the Motilones, due to centuries of negative experiences, were initially far more wary of European artifacts. When Bruce Olson finally started to penetrate the Motilone culture, actually living with them for decades in their longhouses and eventually introducing the gospel there, he recorded his hesitation, caught between his respect for their culture and his respect for the benefits of modern technology.

Olson writes about one of his early heroes, Bobby (the first Motilone convert, eventually murdered by Marxist militants) who ‘had a vision for his people—to help them incorporate advantages of modern society without sacrificing traditional values’. Olson wanted to introduce the gospel ‘in a way that showed understanding and respect for Motilone history and culture’, while also, with Bobby, bringing in technologies:
By 1971 we had established two health centers in the jungle. Motilones learned how to take blood smears for malaria. Because the Motilones hungered during the seasons when game was scarce, I showed them how to prepare the ground for growing crops. We introduced livestock access to meat and milk. We also organized two schools where Motilones learned Spanish, so that they would be able to communicate and negotiate with the outside world. I was extremely pleased to see these advances improve the quality of life for the Motilone.

Olson, and the Motilones themselves, saw these technological developments—and the economic empowerment that made them possible—as ‘improv[ing] the quality of life.’

Intriguingly, Olson writes that increasingly his ‘ideas are not always compatible with those of the Indians, particularly the youth’, the third generation of Motilone Christian converts who opt for ‘modern conveniences’ and ‘enticements of Western culture.’ Olson himself preferred the old ways. Olson, then, finds himself susceptible to one form of the ‘anthropologist’s temptation’.

**c) The temptation: overly rosy on ‘solidarity’**

The anthropological temptation is to avoid value judgments on cultural differences; he or she refuses to say such-and-such standard of living is ‘better’. Regarding wealth creation, the anthropologist may be prone to misread attitudes and values, as evident in the David Kaplan article cited above on the !Kung (Bushmen) hunter-gatherers. For instance, some anthropologists have been over-ready to praise the !Kung for their non-individualistic solidarity and ‘sharing’. But other anthropologists dismiss this as rank nonsense:

Both Wiessner (1982:79) and Marshall (1968:94) have commented on the fact that the persistent pressures to share have led the !Kung to limit their work effort, since in working harder they would likely expose themselves to demands to share the fruits of their additional labors. To refuse to share opens oneself to accusations of stinginess or worse. Here are Wiessner’s (1982:79) observations: ‘In reciprocal relations, the means that a person uses to prevent being exploited in a relationship . . . is to prevent him or herself from becoming a ‘have’. . . . As mentioned earlier, men who have killed a number of larger animals sit back for a pause to enjoy reciprocation. Women gather enough for their families for a few days, but rarely more. . . . And so, in deciding whether or not to work on a certain day, a !Kung may assess debts and debtors, decide how much wild food harvest will go to family, close relatives and others to whom he or she really wants to reciprocate, versus how much will be claimed by freeloaders.’ The !Kung, we are told, spend a great deal of time talking about who has what and who gave what to whom or failed to give it to whom (Wiessner 1982:68). A lot of the exchange and sharing that goes on seems to be as much motivated by jealousy and envy as it is by any value of generosity or a ‘liberal custom of sharing’. In his survey of foraging societies, Kelly (1995:164-65) notes that ‘Sharing . . . strains relations between people. Consequently, many foragers try to
find ways to avoid its demands.‘ . . . My own reading of ethnography, and my own experience in a number of American Indian and African societies whose members would be regarded as having had little in the way of material wealth suggests rather that property is valued, that people are very much aware that possessions give rise to envy and that they are fearful of the consequences of envy.27

3.2 Trumping Economics by Cultural Anthropology

Cultural anthropology has many insights to contribute, but they must not be allowed to dismiss or trump the insights provided by the discipline of economics. Such a trumping is precisely what Douglas Wilson allows in Christian Missions and Economic Systems: a Critical Survey of the Cultural and Religious Dimensions of Economies, a 2015 book that does well by willingly grappling with the economic implications of missions. Wilson begins his article on Mali:

The West and Africa have developed different economic systems out of distinct historical contexts. Both systems have been successful in their respective contexts. Maranz notes, ‘Contrary to what Westerners think, the African economic system works well indeed in doing what it was designed to do.’28

This is extraordinary—Africa, specifically Mali, defended as economically successful when it is widely admitted that, ‘Mali is one of the poorest countries in the world, ranking 178 out of 182 countries in the 2009 UNDP Human Development Index. It is estimated that 60 per cent [sic] of the population lives below the poverty line.’29 Wilson and Maranz’s defense for their position reads thus:

The fundamental economic consideration in Western society is the accumulation of capital and wealth. The fundamental economic consideration in African society is ‘the distribution of economic resources so that all persons may have their minimum needs met, or at least that they may survive.’30

Bare ‘survival’ then, is the aim! But surely bare ‘survival’ is the very definition of poverty—the very thing NGOs aim to combat!

Wilson’s (an ‘intercultural ministry specialist’) and Maranz’s (an ‘international anthropology consultant’) problem here is their aims—a predominantly anthropological one rather than an economic aim—as Maranz makes clear in the article Wilson references. Maranz lists his aims as, firstly, the increasing of mutual understanding as enabling ‘more meaningful relationships’ and, secondly, ‘Westerners having greater respect for a unique economic system that accomplishes its main purposes very well’.31 Economic betterment is not Maranz’ purpose. Rather than challenging what Africa does not have, he wants us to appreciate what Africa does have. While understandable from a cultural anthropological point of view, this simply won’t do in a book claiming to want to take economics seriously. If
there were economic lack—as testified to by the multitudes of economic migrants—one must surely acknowledge it honestly.

Anthropologists need to see that in economics good intentions are not enough, that a positive embrace of a culture is no substitute for economic good sense concerning it. They should be like the farmer in Isaiah 28:24-29, of whom we read:

When a farmer plows for planting, does he plow continually? . . . When he has leveled the surface, does he not sow caraway and scatter cumin? . . . Caraway is not threshed with a sledge, nor is the wheel of a cart rolled over cumin; caraway is beaten out with a rod, and cumin with a stick. Grain must be ground to make bread; so one does not go on threshing it forever. The wheels of a threshing cart may be rolled over it, but one does not use horses to grind grain. All this also comes from the Lord Almighty, whose plan is wonderful.32

Rather than imposing his own rules on the economic sphere, the farmer, first, observes and learns what works within that sphere (what are its ways and rules) and then, second, brings his actions into conformity with those realities. This approach, says Isaiah, comes from the Lord.

4.0 Three Market-Specific Cultural Challenges

Business and economic development are two-edged swords—ushering in either cultural improvements or cultural dangers (see the Hawaii case study below). Below we raise two questions to probe this issue of business’ two-edged potential, and we look at it through the challenges presented in two concrete situations—in Ecuador and Hawaii.

4.1 Question 1: ‘Market-centered principles of efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help equal cultural imposition’?

Robert Andolina, Associate Professor of International Studies at Seattle University, through his research on the Cañar region of Ecuador raises the question as to whether the values of ‘efficiency, entrepreneurship and self-help’—values central to market activity and wealth creation—are biblical (hence legitimate) or simply narrowly cultural (hence illegitimate). Andolina’s research identified these three ‘market-centered principle’ as being central to the failed development approach of those seeking to help Ecuadorian tribals better themselves economically through an irrigation development project. He concludes that these market principles were simply the ‘colonial’ imposition of a ‘neoliberal culture of development.’33 Is he right?

(a) Cañar in Ecuador
While Andolina rejects these three values as the cultural imposition of capitalist ‘neoliberalism’, this paper argues the values (though not necessarily their application) are biblical. Simply look at each one: efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help. God himself is
‘efficient’. He is the master ‘doer’; he gets things done well. He is not sloppy. He is extravagant but not wasteful. When God does things they ‘work’, they are successful.

‘Success’ is not simply a Western value. One thousand six hundred years before Christ, the Egyptians valued it. After all, we read that Potiphar, Pharaoh’s captain of the guard, put Joseph in charge of all his household because of one quality: he saw ‘that the Lord gave him [Joseph] success in everything he did’ (Gen 39:3). Equally, the early Hawaiians, in a Polynesian society that developed in isolation for 400 years after their final settlement by Tahitians in c. AD 1400, valued success. That is, though ‘birth-order status’ and royal genealogical connections were central to any aspiring Hawaiian monarch’s ability to garner a following, at the end of the day, and somewhat paradoxically, ‘His success [in war] signaled his mana [his supernatural power], and his mana legitimized his political power.’ Indeed, as native Hawaiian historian and activist George Kanahele observes, ‘We note … the close correspondence between the usefulness of an object and its degree of sanctity.’ Sanctity—that’s a fairly high evaluation of efficiency!

If efficiency is both valued in multiple cultures and rooted in God’s very nature, so too is entrepreneurship. God is entrepreneurial—just look at creation! There are many definitions of ‘entrepreneurship’, but ‘at its core, it is a mind-set—a way of thinking and acting. It is about imagining new ways to solve problems and create value’, or ‘seeing an opportunity and gathering the resources to turn a possibility into a reality’. This sounds distinctly like God in Genesis 1 and 2. Equally, it sounds very much like what Adam and Eve were mandated to do in those very chapters. Mankind, formed in his image, were meant to reflect the characteristics of their Maker, including his creativity and entrepreneurialism.

God (as all sufficient) is naturally a self-help agent in a way we humans simply cannot be. But here too we reflect our Creator, even if not to the extent of his self-sufficiency. One sees it, for instance, in the pre-Fall mandate to work and provide for oneself (Gen 2:5, 15). Adam was not to simply sit in repose and wait for God to drop grapes in his mouth. On the other hand, Adam was also provided with a ‘Helper’—Eve. Good idea! Going it alone was not the way. Self-help actually meant ‘self-responsibility’, and that might be a more biblical way to express it.

The issue with the three values Andolina challenges may not be so much their biblical validity in the abstract; rather the issue may be their validity as concretely applied. In other words, the precept itself may be clear; the real challenge may come, as with Solomon facing two mothers clamoring for a surviving baby (1 Kings 3:16-28), in applying it to the particular situation at hand.

Take, for instance, the value of ‘efficiency’. Surely ‘efficiency’ is godly. God is ‘efficient’; he makes things work perfectly—which is an aspect of efficiency. But in applying our evaluations of efficiency to concrete situations, our assessment may be heavily colored by non-biblical values. That is, one cannot even begin to assess whether something is ‘working’
(is being ‘efficient’) without first having in mind certain goals. Efficiency is measured only by first identifying our goals and then, secondly, considering whether our efforts are reaching those goals. But here comes the problem: If our goals are not biblical, then neither are our attainment efforts—no matter how ‘efficiently’ they attain our goals. In such a case, the biblical value of ‘efficiency’ has been misused for non-biblical purposes. So yes, the measures may be ‘efficient’ in one sense, but not in a biblical sense of ‘efficiency’. This is the difficulty in embracing ‘efficiency’ as a clearly biblical norm.

That said, Andolina’s critique is weakened by a troubling oversight: Andolina only briefly mentions the wider Ecuadorian factual context—the fact of Cañar province emigration—and then completely ignores its wider implications. That is, he writes that development projects ‘reinforced market society without stemming emigration of indigenous people from Cañar Province’, adding, ‘by 2007, more than 80 percent of families affiliated with Tucayta [the indigenous organization controlling the irrigation project he is studying] had relatives working abroad.’\(^{38}\) Surely the fact of such mass emigration is significant. Indeed, it has three implications, all challenging his claims:

- First, if indigenous peoples rejected all change (as the author suggests) then why would they embrace the radical change of emigration?
- Second, if market/economic thinking were so foreign to them, why would adverse economic conditions trigger their migration, as the article suggests it does?
- Third, if these indigenous peoples found the market thinking of the neoliberal economies so antithetical, why would they head for the very free market, neo-liberal capital of the world, United States (the primary focus of emigration from 1970 – 1998), or free-market Spain (since 1998)?\(^{39}\)

**(b) Family businesses in Asia and ‘efficiency’**

Again, an underlying principle may be cross-cultural but its application looks very different in different cultures. So, for example, in the family-orientation typical of many businesses in Asia, where preservation of family involvement in the business is as important as the business’ economic bottom line, whether the business is ‘efficient’ would be judged by how much family involvement there were, not simply by how much money profit the annual report revealed. Here is ‘efficiency’ with a different face!

**(c) Solidarity/individualism and ‘self-help (responsibility)’**

Yet another factor in considering whether ‘efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help’ are biblical, is how these values stand in relationship to other values. Do they need to be complemented by other values, even as, for instance, justice needs to be complemented by mercy. Without such a complementing, they might be out of balance. So, can self-responsibility really stand alone without ‘others-responsibility’ in order to fully reflect the biblical picture of man?

Moreover, in answering these questions, how much room does the Bible give us for a variety of cultural approaches? Is it legitimate, for instance, for Scandinavian ‘solidarity’ to answer
differently from American ‘rugged individualism’ (to put it stereotypically)? It would seem, from our earlier considerations regarding the value the Bible puts on culture, that there does exist cultural ‘wiggle-room’ in applying these values.

(d) Stewardship

We conclude, then, that these three principles of ‘efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help’ are clearly biblical. They are not merely ‘cultural’—specific to one culture—but human-universal. They are more than simply abstract ‘principles’; they are rather ‘values’ that reflect the very being of God.

Again, however, it is key that these terms be filled with biblical content and proper context by ensuring that they do not stand alone. They must find their complement in other biblical values. While the biblical meaning for each—efficiency, self-help/responsibility, entrepreneurship—will often match their commonly accepted meaning, one controlling biblical value must always accompany (and sometimes challenge) them: that of ‘stewardship’.

This is clear when we look at the creation account where each of the three values of efficiency, self-help/responsibility, and entrepreneurship find expression. So, when God directed man in Genesis 1:26 to ‘rule over . . . all the earth’ he also instructed them how they were to do so: creatively (Gen 2:19), productively (Gen 1:28), and responsibly (Gen 2:15). This last—where man was instructed to ‘take care of it’—is the stewardship principle. ‘Efficiency, entrepreneurship, and self-help’ must be interpreted and applied in a way that embodies this mandate to ‘take care’ of God’s creation, both the natural world and the human world.

Now, what it means to ‘take care’ of the world and its people—as we create and seek to be efficient—will have a rich variety of expressions. There can be little doubt, however, that it will certainly impact and modify what, for instance, ‘efficiency’ means. One cannot be ‘ruthlessly efficient’ while simultaneously ‘taking care’ of people. Being a steward will entail empathy and kindness in our dealings with people, because we are meant to ‘take care’ of them. It does not, of course, mean that hard choices that negatively impact people can always be avoided; it simply means these will not be taken without seriously considering their impact on people. It was, perhaps, the lack of this stewardship principle by all parties, indigenous and foreign, that was at issue in the Hawaii story presented below.

4.2 Question 2: Developing business cross-culturally can be culturally dangerous—how do we limit the danger?

Hawaii was a nation which after nearly 600 years of isolation (from its own Tahitian roots) leaped from its stone-age stage, when ‘discovered’ by England’s Captain Cook in 1778, into ever-increasing economic development. While there were many benefits, we will see below that it was largely through the unsuccessful integration of global business practices into the indigenous Hawaiian culture that Hawaii’s people eventually lost their sovereignty by the late nineteenth century.
Of course, Hawaii as a ‘type’ is somewhat rare today in our globalized world. That is, in 1778 it was still an isolated, stone-age culture without writing, without money, and without even very developed internal markets. Nevertheless, Hawaii’s case can be useful in presenting more sharply the reality of cultural differences and their challenge that business that seeks to bless. Could Hawaii’s troubles have been avoided, and, if so, how?

(a) The Hawaii case study, 1778 – 1893/1898

The story of nineteenth-century Hawaii is particularly relevant to gospel people keen to engage in ‘wealth creation for holistic transformation’. This is precisely what the New England missionaries set out to do—with large successes and large failures—when they came to Hawaii in 1820. What went right and what went wrong and why?

(1) Successes and failures

Amongst the positives, especially after the missionaries’ arrival in 1820:

- Christianity became deeply rooted within the nation—with many healthy churches established and Hawaii sending out its own missionaries into Polynesia already by 1853 (James Kekalas was the first, sent to the Marquesas).
- Literacy became near universal, Hawaii having by ‘the second half of the nineteenth century . . . a higher literacy rate than the United States’.
- Trade and business introduced increasing prosperity for both commoners (patchily) and chiefs (mightily, at least for the first decades) while political development (enabling Hawaii to retain its independence from colonizing Western powers in the Pacific) saw political rights extended even to the commoners. Hawaii exercised a vibrant if troubled democracy right up to the 1890s.

Amongst the negatives:

- The indigenous population plummeted alarmingly.
- The land reform of 1848 did not extend land ownership to most commoners.
- Business development, especially after 1860, began to exacerbate national tensions, instead of healing them.
- Hawaiians lost their political sovereignty in 1893, largely due to the clash between the political leadership and the business interests.

Here, then, is both the glory and the shame.

(2) Four different elements

To better understand the Hawaii story—what went right and what went wrong—one needs to keep in mind: a) four different elements, b) three particular sources of dangers, and c) the internal tensions at work. First, then, the four different elements to consider:

1. The four different parties involved: The ruling Hawaiians (king and ali’i [chiefs]), the commoners, the missionaries, and the outside business parties; each had differing interests and needs, sometimes working harmoniously, sometimes at war with one another. These different parties need to be kept firmly in view if Hawaii’s
struggle is to be understood. Not only did these different parties set up conflicts between ethnic Hawaiians and foreigners, but equally set up conflicts between the Hawaiians themselves.

2. Hawaii’s two very different eras: the missionary era from 1820 to roughly 1855, followed by the post-missionary era with very different drivers. In the missionary era, the indigenous population’s best interests were a predominate driver; in the post-missionary era their interests were simply one of several variably weighted factors.

3. The wants, needs, and abilities of each of the four different parties drove what happened. These need identifying and weighing. It is these wants, needs, and abilities—so different for each of the parties—which set up the boiling tensions which eventually boiled over into the ultimately tragic developments of the overthrow of Queen Liliuokalani in 1893 and Hawaii’s annexation in 1898.

4. Lastly, the wildcard of individual personalities: different people with different reactions could well have resulted in different outcomes for Hawaii. Nothing was fixed inexorably. Different people manage problems differently.

(3) Three sources of danger
People are central to this narrative, able to both help and endanger. As to the dangers, three problem areas emerged in Hawaii’s story.

1. The cross-culture (foreign) business agents could not or would not wait for the culture to change and absorb business practices. The very survival of their own economic endeavors hung in the balance and they had not the luxury of time. So, for instance, if plantation work did not attract the Hawaiians, then they imported the Chinese and Japanese. Increasingly, they went into conflict mode with the local culture.

2. The receiving culture’s elite—economic and political—could not or would not master the business culture/institutions. After the land division of 1848, the aliʻi (ruling chiefs) increasingly sold more and more of their lands to the Haole (foreigners), thereby losing control of it. This split political control (still largely in Hawaiian hands) from economic control: a breeding ground for conflict.

3. The receiving culture’s commoners could not or would not master the economic practices necessary for success, and therefore did not succeed economically. Again, this was a breeding ground for conflict.

(4) Internal tensions
There were both external pressures (the coming of the foreigners) and internal pressures contributing to Hawaii’s downfall. These internal pressures—what Kirch and Sahlins call ‘the contribution of the Hawaiian system to its own demise’—were the following:

• Lack of exposure to the international capital system
• Population decline
• Family implosion
• A faltering nobility unable to make productive their lands, and increasingly alienating the commoners\textsuperscript{48}
• A ‘production for use’ work ethic which undercut Hawaiians’ success in entrepreneurial business ventures\textsuperscript{49}

It was these internal tensions that, in combination with the post-missionary era characteristics—an era in which foreign businessmen were less willing and able (as their businesses often failed), to forego business success for the sake of opening participation to indigenous Hawaiians—and in combination with Hawaiians’ own demands for the benefits of business, that then resulted in the combustible outcome of the 1890s. This volatile brew, with business at its heart, blew up into revolution in 1893 and annexation by the United States in 1898.

The successes and failures of holistic mission hopes in Hawaii remind us that there are no pat solutions when it comes to introducing wealth creation practices. Good intentions are not enough. Each culture has its own unique challenges and, hence, its unique solutions. We cannot simply assume our backgrounds and training, no matter how rich, equip us to master the cross-cultural challenge before us. Reality is complex, and we must pray for wisdom, listening both to God, who grants wisdom liberally, and to people—especially people who understand the culture in which we are bringing wealth creation practices.

\textbf{(b) Note: Paul Polak . . . leap complexities/just do it!}

David Bronkema, realizing the complexity of introducing business cross-culturally, disparages, in \textit{Christian Mission and Economic Systems}, simple business solutions as ‘the economization of social justice’\textsuperscript{50}—too simple by half, he says. He argues instead for political advocacy. At the same time, he cannot help but express his grudging respect for agriculturist ‘poverty fighter’ Paul Polak’s simple business approach, writing

\begin{verbatim}
Nevertheless, this ‘business’ approach is important to explore, since the material impact can be significant. One need look no further than Paul Polak and his International Development Enterprise, in existence since 1981, and their strategy of jumping over the complexity of the problems causing poverty to focus simply on helping small farmers make more money off their farms. The improvements in appropriate technology and marketing of products that they support increase income, which by itself can lead to more opportunities for the farmers and their families.\textsuperscript{51}
\end{verbatim}

Paul Polak claims to have ‘effectively ended the poverty of 17 million dollar-a-day rural people’\textsuperscript{52} through simple business solutions which helped the rural poor help themselves. Polak rejects what he calls the ‘three great poverty eradication myths’ that, first, ‘we can donate people out of poverty’, second that ‘urban-centered industrial growth’ and national GDP will solve rural poverty, and, third, that ‘big business will end poverty.’\textsuperscript{53} Doing the little things, getting involved on-the-ground directly with the locals, and helping them then turn a profit is what he is all about.
Is this, then, perhaps a way to bypass the problems of macro-cultural risks seen in the Hawaii scenario?

4.3 Question 3: Business success—is its key culture or is it legal-political structures?

Questions one and two of this section addressed the question of the cultural appropriateness of certain business values and practices. Question three here steps back and asks which is more important for shaping a culture’s economic progress—its cultural values/practices or its political/economic structures and policies?

This question has been the subject of a very active debate in the scholarly world. Two advocates of business solutions have come up with very different answers: for Lawrence Harrison, former USAID director in Latin America and director of Tuft University’s Cultural Change Unit, it comes down to ‘culture’; whereas for Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto it comes down to ‘legal structures’. Outer structures or inner values? Perhaps it is a little like saying: ‘Which is more important—the skeleton or the body’s soft organs? And, what is more important for the omelet—the eggs or the pan?’ One cannot choose; both are important. Along these lines, Harrison, co-laboring with Samuel Huntington (of The Clash of Civilizations prominence) noted:

> Perhaps the wisest words on the place of culture in human affairs are those of Daniel Patrick Moynihan: ‘The central conservative truth is that it is culture, not politics, that determines the success of a society. The central liberal truth is that politics can change a culture and save it from itself.’ . . . The key issue thus is whether political leadership can substitute for disaster in stimulating cultural change. That political leadership can accomplish this in some circumstances is exemplified in Singapore.\(^{55}\)

These seem sage words, and are the approach adopted by this paper.

5.0 Some Ways Forward

The material above sets the big-picture context for how Christians should think biblically about wealth creation in relation to culture. This next section builds on this foundation by suggesting more specific attitudes and attributes we need as we move from thinking about cross-cultural wealth creation to actually engaging in it. This demands wisdom. Christians believe God is the source of all wisdom, and that we can access his wisdom through his Word, his Spirit, and through the wisdom he has imparted to others. Looking to his Word—and to practitioners who have sought to apply this Word—several items emerge very strongly.

5.1 Kingdom Values Trump Mere Cultural Values

All the participants and all the case studies used in this paper show a very strong adherence to the supremacy of Kingdom values over culture. Biblical wealth creation demanded, even in challenging cross-cultural situations, that whenever a cultural value came into conflict...
with a cultural norm, then the cultural norm must bow. Biblical values were transcendent and universal.

Unsurprisingly, empirical research by secular sources has echoed this insistence on the reality of universal values. Rushworth Kidder’s research with the Institute for Global Ethics, for instance, shows five core values shared universally: honesty (or truth or integrity), responsibility, respect, fairness, and compassion.56

Amongst the practitioners we interviewed,57 the most commonly noted biblical values relevant to the task of wealth creation were the following:

(a) Integrity
The issue of ‘corruption’ is frequently mentioned as a chief concern. Its reality was clear, and numerous business leaders expressed their determination to fight it, even at the cost of significantly endangering the official permissions necessary for their projects. Encouragingly, despite the risks, there were numerous testimonies of the eventual success of these same projects. Moreover, their stance for integrity earned them the added advantage of the good reputation, both for their businesses and the God they represented.

(b) Hard work
Hard work was equally cited as a biblical value key to successful wealth creation. As one cross-cultural start-up entrepreneur put it:

A key finding has been that Christian employees either really excel and work hard or they do not fit with the company work ethic and expectations. The solution has been to introduce a trial period for new workers that is taken seriously. In the past they have needed to fire many workers, particularly who have come from ministry backgrounds, because their work ethic and professional growth did not meet company standards.58

It is a shame to hear that some from ‘ministry backgrounds’ do not always have a good work ethic, despite biblical admonitions like, ‘A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to rest—and poverty will come on you like a thief and scarcity like an armed man’ (Prov 24:33).

(c) Profit
It almost goes without saying in the context of ‘wealth creation’ that making a ‘profit’ is a biblical value. It is both necessary and legitimate. Profit is not a dirty word. Profit is the surplus remaining after the total costs are deducted from total revenue.59 Profit has to do with ‘surplus’—that which is over and above our bare consumption needs—and without surplus there is nothing available for future investment. It is the ‘seed’ which can be sowed, rather than consumed (see 2 Cor 9:10-1160). It is this surplus, this increased return on initial investment, which Christ applauded with a ‘well done’ when seeing one whose approach was, ‘Master, you delivered to me five talents; here I have made five talents more’ (Matt 25:20).
Without a profit there is no wealth, and without wealth there is no counteracting poverty. Energetic efforts to roll back poverty entail the equally energetic embrace of the profit motive.

**(d) Relationships**

Biblical wealth creation not only prioritizes profit; equally, it prioritizes relationships. Biblical wealth creation has multiple bottom lines; its only concern is not money. Numerous case studies evinced this relational component through their concern for ‘servant leadership’, for ‘employee empowerment and development’, for team-building, for building a ‘flat’ organization that gave employees easier access to top leadership. ‘We do not want to make robots but life-long friends,’ said one entrepreneur.

At the same time, this combining of the priority of profit with a priority on relationships proved to be one of the most difficult challenges—specifically when it came to the point of needing to fire someone. Strikingly, this challenge, was not basically a cross-cultural issue; rather it was a basic human issue. It proved no easier for a caring and conscientious boss to fire an employee in his own culture than it was firing someone cross-culturally. The cross-cultural situation added a few more layers of complexity, but the basic human pain and struggle was the same.

It is a pain that cannot be avoided. Business leaders have been entrusted with the well-being of an organization and the livelihood of the employees who depend on the survival of that organization. They cannot, then, avoid the difficult decision of dismissing employees who do not fit the demands of that organization and even endanger its well-being.

While many speak of some cultures being ‘task-oriented’ and others ‘relationship-oriented’,

biblical wealth creators must have both goals in view. God is both. Wealth creation has a task in view; it is there to take God’s material world in order, and make it produce—all in line with God’s original command to, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over . . . every living creature that moves on the ground . . . . The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it’ (Gen 1:28; 2:15). But the point of this material world is to serve people, and the relationships they engage in. Neither can be forgotten.

**(e) Cultural change**

Implicit in some of the points above, is that cultures do not remain frozen; they need to change and grow even as individuals do. What the Bible says about individuals—‘Do not be conformed to the world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind’ (Rom 12:2)—also applies to whole cultures. Changing the way we think is a must for Christians. It is unavoidable, and it is demanded. We must not be afraid, then, of challenging cultural norms.

This is true generally, but it is also true when it comes to the values and attitudes required for wealth creation. Change comes at many levels: sometimes at the simpler, narrower level of mere techniques. One development specialist—himself a Filipino—in the Philippines
helping local farmers to improve their cash crops and access to markets insisted they ‘had to change and learn modern techniques’. Traditions need to be respected, but when they become iron fetters preventing human development, they need to be overthrown. Bruce Olson’s agricultural and medical advances with the stone-age Motilones story (see earlier in this article) illustrated how this could be done without destroying the culture itself. Without change there is no progress.

Sometimes the need for cultural change comes at a far deeper, root worldview level than merely the level of techniques. So, for instance, several case studies in the Philippines and Cambodia remark on the necessity of overthrowing the ‘fatalism’ entrenched in a culture. ‘Poverty is in the mind’ one development expert noted. Another entrepreneur, reflecting on his years in Buddhist Cambodia, observed that the people there tended to be extremely creative and entrepreneurial at the level of ‘survival’. That is where it stopped however. Any hope or plans for economic betterment beyond mere survival were virtually non-existent. There could be many reasons for this: a Buddhistic fatalism, Cambodia’s recent and horrific internal wars, a long-standing inequality built into society such that ‘ordinary people . . . felt they should not have aspirations beyond their rank.’

Whatever the cause, it seemed clear that liberation from this ‘thriving versus mere surviving’ mentality came far more readily when their fatalistic worldview was shaken and reversed by a Christian worldview rooted in a) a creative God who ruled both the natural and supernatural world, b) an all-powerful God who loved them personally, and c) a God who had a personal plan for their life which he was actively implementing in cooperation with each believer. Preaching the gospel is a practical tool for empowering nations!

5.2 Culture Complicates/Enriches These Values

The attributes listed above apply to every culture. However, the way they work out can be quite different in different cultures. Culture both enriches and complicates these universal values; how they express themselves can be different in different cultures. Wealth creators need to be sensitive to this.

(a) Integrity and guanxi

For instance, balancing the relationship-with-integrity values can look quite different in a Western context than in a Chinese context where guanxi (roughly translated ‘relationships’) is so central. Guanxi is almost universally considered a vital component of business relationships in China. But given that Guanxi functions by the interchange of ‘small favors back and forth, leading to larger favors’, it can be perplexing to combine this cultural value with the demand for integrity—understood in the West to be the sidelong of affective relationships for the sake of impersonal, objective task evaluations. So Nora Hughes, when working with Intel in China with their standard of ‘zero tolerance for corruption’, taught their site managers that ‘nothing could be received from a vendor, not even a moon cake’. Sounds like a high-minded insistence on integrity, but its outworking was different:
If my driver’s mother baked me moon cakes at the Autumn festival I could not accept them because there was a zero tolerance for bribery and the driver was a vendor. But from the Chinese point of view, I was rude.  

Rude! This interpretation of integrity ran directly counter to the Chinese understanding of good relationships and translated into a disrespecting of persons. Now that does not sound very Christian.

**Ration and task interweaving**

And while biblical wealth creation will stress both task and relationships, the way they will work out can be quite different. We are reminded of this when Senior Affiliate Professor Erin Meyer illustrates the familiar distinction between task-based and relational-based cultures with a case study from interviewee Ren in China:

In Ren’s culture, personal trust fundamentally shifts the way the two parties conduct business. By contrast, American managers make a concerted effort to ensure that personal relationships do not cloud the way they approach business interactions—in fact, they often deliberately restrict affective closeness with people they depend on for economic resources, such as budgeting or financing. After all, in countries like the United States or Switzerland, ‘business is business’. In countries like China or Brazil, ‘business is personal’.

**Old and new within the same culture**

A further complexity to culture’s impact is that it is always changing. Moreover, within the same culture can be differing values according to one’s rural-urban identity or one’s age group, and all these changing at different rates. Nora Hughes’ experience in China largely echoed the research of Shuang Liu, to the effect that:

Liu examined two State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and found that there were generational differences between those who had belonged to the SOE prior to the reforms and those who joined after the reforms began (S. Liu, 2003). She examined the themes of hierarchy, family and equality and found they were the same in both generations. However, Bureaucracy, harmony, security, loyalty and stability were different. For the most part the younger group found bureaucracy a waste of time, valued higher performance rather than harmony, trusted more in their own ability in the marketplace than the SOE security system, was less loyal to the SOE, and felt that change was good.

**Global/local together**

Within changing cultures one sees the interweaving of the global and the local. Recently we had a conversation with a mission leader telling us of his Samoan colleague raising his family in the United States. This Samoan had been contacted by his tribal elders back in Samoa upon the death of their chief, asking him to take up the chieftainship of the tribe. He agreed, but on one condition: that he be able to remain in the United States. The tribe agreed. Today, the interweaving of the local with the global is a fact. The modern is mixing with the
traditional, the West with the East and the North with the South. Introducing cultural change is a reality, a benefit, and a challenge. “Cultural purity” is no longer the gold standard it used to be for so many anthropologists.

**Three sensitive issues**

But this mixing of cultures commonly involves three sensitive issues:

- communication: direct versus indirect
- identity: group versus individual
- leadership: hierarchical versus informal

Some cultures are comfortable with extremely direct talk about weaknesses, failures and performance that needs to change, interruptions are accepted, disagreements are welcomed; other cultures approach these subjects only slowly and inferentially. Some researchers identify these preference characteristic of an ‘information-oriented’ culture (where the focus is on the non-relational facts pertinent to a task) in contrast to a ‘relationship-oriented’ culture (where who is related to whom in what way is a key factor in communication styles). Clearly, this contrast has large implications for the communications so necessary to wealth creation—negotiations conducted between business as well internal communications within a business.

A culture’s individualistic versus collectivist orientation is also relevant:

‘Individualism . . . pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate family.’ (Hofstede, 1991). Its opposite is collectivism, where group membership and cooperation are paramount.

Hofstede explains:

In a collectivist culture, an employer never hires just an individual, but rather a person who belongs to an in-group. The employee will act according to the interest of this in-group, which may not always coincide with his or her individual interest. . . . The hiring process in a collectivist society always takes the in-group into account. Usually, preference is given to hiring relatives, first of all of the employer.

This stance helps explain one incident Nora Hughes initially found puzzling while with Intel in China:

I had hired a Filipina woman in the OD department and had the opportunity to hire another, whom I knew was qualified. The Chinese were not happy with that prospect because they felt we would end up with the Filipinos sticking together to the Chinese’ downfall, as the HR manager was also a Filipina.
In navigating this relational minefield, Nora Hughes had to balance several legitimate values: the task-effectiveness for Intel as an organization, relationships with her Chinese workers, and respect not only for the relationships with but the gifting of her Filipina job-applicants.

The hierarchical versus formal nature of a culture’s leadership expectations are also relevant. Hofstede explains:

In small-power-distance countries, there is limited dependence of subordinates on bosses, and there is a preference for consultation. . . . The emotional distance between them is relatively small: subordinates will rather easily approach and contradict their bosses. . . . In large-power-distance countries, there is considerable dependence of subordinates on bosses. . . . In these cases the emotional distance . . . is large; subordinates are unlikely to approach and contradict their bosses directly.  

This clearly impacts how one does employee work reviews: the fear factor on the part of the employee could be crippling if not approached correctly. It also impacts the extent and way one tries to move toward a ‘flat organization’.

Culture, then, does not negate the universality of biblical standards, but it does affect how they are implemented.

5.3 Finding a Local Mentor

In finding our way forward through this culture maze, finding the right mentor is a treasure. We often need someone who knows the cultural sensitivities and is alert to communication signals to which we, as foreigners, may be deaf. We must acknowledge our need for help here. Humility and listening to others are our best way forward: ‘The way of fools seems right to them, but the wise listen to advice’ (Prov 12:5).

God has richly supplied us with sources of wisdom, if we will but listen. In Matthew 23:34 we read: ‘Therefore I am sending you prophets and wise men and teachers.’ Similarly, in Ezekiel 7:26 it is written, ‘They will try to get a vision from the prophet; the teaching of the law by the priest will be lost, as will the counsel of the elders.’ Both passages summarize the different ways God guides us: 1) the prophet’s vision (Spirit the focus), 2) the priest’s teaching (God’s Word the focus), and 3) elders’ counsel (common-sense experience the focus). If we will listen to all of these, we will be much better equipped to tackle the cultural challenges involved in addressing one of the many purposes of God’s heart: wealth creation for the holistic transformation of peoples and nations.
Appendix

Consultation on Wealth Creation (CWC): Background and Context

The CWC was not just an event. The Consultation held in Thailand, in March 2017, was a part of a consultative process, which in turn is part of broader, longer, and on-going conversations related to issues like the church, business, poverty, wealth creation, and missions.

Therefore, it is important to understand the background and context of each CWC report. They are important pieces of a bigger puzzle. To understand the picture that is emerging, as we put the pieces together, one needs to see some of the other key pieces.

The CWC is yet another outcome of the historic commitments adopted in the Lausanne Covenant of 1974. Here, while committing themselves to the importance of evangelism, evangelicals also expressed repentance for ‘having sometimes regarded evangelism and social concern as mutually exclusive’. Wealth creation for the economic betterment of our world is one of those neglected social concerns; and it is this that the CWC addresses.

All CWC participants were presented with a list of required reading. These readings all related to the CWC assignment of exploring the Role of Wealth Creation in Holistic Transformation of People and Societies.

The CWC was partly a follow up of the Lausanne Global Consultation on Prosperity Theology, Poverty and the Gospel held in April 2014. Thus, all needed to be familiar with the Atibaia Statement: https://www.lausanne.org/content/statement/atibaia-statement (more information below).

The Lausanne Global Consultation on Wealth Creation was in collaboration with BAM Global, and thus some of its work and reports were included in the required reading.

‘Why Bother with Business as Mission’, by Mats Tunehag


The executive summaries of three BAM Think Tank Reports

- Biblical Foundations for Business as Mission
  http://bamglobal.org/report-biblical/
- Business as Mission and the end of Poverty
  http://bamglobal.org/report-bop/
- Business as Mission in Haiti
  http://bamglobal.org/report-haiti/
CWC is linked with three other global consultations that dealt with similar issues, held 2004, 2009, and 2014.

The Lausanne BAM Issue Group

The first BAM Global Think Tank was held under the auspices of Lausanne. The Business as Mission Issue Group worked for a year, addressing issues relating to God’s purposes for work and business, the role of business people in church and missions, the needs of the world and the potential response of business. It summarized its findings in the BAM Manifesto (2004). Here are a few excerpts, to illustrate a growing consensus among leaders that wealth creators are called by God to serve in business.

- We believe that God has created all men and women in His image with the ability to be creative, creating good things for themselves and for others—this includes business.
- We believe in following in the footsteps of Jesus, who constantly and consistently met the needs of the people he encountered, thus demonstrating the love of God and the rule of His kingdom.
- We believe that the Holy Spirit empowers all members of the Body of Christ to serve, to meet the real spiritual and physical needs of others, demonstrating the kingdom of God.
- We believe that God has called and equipped business people to make a Kingdom difference in and through their businesses.
- We believe that the Gospel has the power to transform individuals, communities and societies. Christians in business should therefore be a part of this holistic transformation through business.
- We recognise the fact that poverty and unemployment are often rampant in areas where the name of Jesus is rarely heard and understood.
- We recognise that there is a need for job creation and for multiplication of businesses all over the world, aiming at the quadruple bottom line: spiritual, economical, social and environmental transformation.
- We recognise the fact that the church has a huge and largely untapped resource in the Christian business community to meet needs of the world—in and through business—and bring glory to God in the market place and beyond.


Wheaton Consultation

A global consultation on Business as Integral Calling was held in Wheaton, Illinois in October 2009. It brought together leaders from the realms of business, non-profit organizations, and Christian ministry with theologians and academic leaders in business, economics, and missions. Excerpts from the Declaration:
• **Lamentations**

We lament that the church and business itself have undervalued business as a vehicle for living out Christ’s calling, and have relied excessively on non-profit approaches that have resulted in dependence, waste, and an unnecessary loss of human dignity.

• **Celebration of Faith and Hope**

- *We celebrate the growing movement of people seeking to be used by God and to deploy business economic activity for God’s Kingdom.*
- *Business can create value, provide the dignity of work, and transform communities by improving livelihoods.*
- *Business can be an integral calling to proclaim and demonstrate the Kingdom of God by honoring God, loving people, and serving the world.*
- *Business can also provide a powerful opportunity for the transformation of individuals to achieve their full potential for creativity and productivity and to flourish and experience a life of abundance as envisioned by the Kingdom of God.*
- *Business can be used to help restore God’s creation from its degraded state.*
- *It is our deep conviction that businesses that function in alignment with the core values of the Kingdom of God are playing and increasingly should play an important role in holistic transformation of individuals, communities and societies.*
- See also [Wheaton Declaration](http://matstunehag.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Wheaton-Declaration.pdf).

**Atibaia Consultation**

Wealth creation and distribution were discussed as part of the [Lausanne Global Consultation on Prosperity Theology, Poverty and the Gospel](http://lausanne.org/consultation) held in Atibaia, Brazil in 2014. The consultation affirmed that sharing wealth is good and biblical, but wealth distribution is too often our main response to meeting peoples’ needs. It identified the need to seek increasingly to understand how businesses can bring solutions to global issues, including poverty and human trafficking. The notion of simplicity as a universal value was also challenged, and needed to be addressed further.

The **Atibaia Statement** is quite long, but here are a few excerpts related to wealth creation, business and the poor.

- *Christians are called not only to give and share generously, but to work for the alleviation of poverty. This should include offering alternative, ethical ways, for the creation of wealth and the maintenance of socially-responsible businesses that empower the poor and provide material benefit, and individual and communal dignity. This must always be done with the understanding that all wealth and all creation belong first and foremost to God.*
• We acknowledge that, in the global market economy, one of the most effective tools for the elimination of poverty is economic development, and yet evangelicals have often failed to promote value-driven business solutions to poverty.

• How can we more effectively work for the establishment of creative, ethical, and sustainable business endeavors in the fight against poverty?

• See also Atibaia Statement: https://www.lausanne.org/content/statement/atibaia-statement.
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